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Gidha and Bhangra Performance, Singing, 
Skit, Poetry, Instrumentation Fiesta 

Conducted On : 04-12-2021  
No. of Students : 224 

 

The vibrant talents of senior students illuminated the stage in the 'Welcome Fiesta' Function at 

KMS College of IT and Management in Dasuya on December 5, 2021. Organized by the 

college's Cultural Committee, this event showcased remarkable cultural performances by 

senior students, with captivating Giddha and Bhangra dances taking the spotlight. 

 

The purpose of the 'Welcome Fiesta' Function was twofold: to warmly welcome new students 

and provide senior students a platform to exhibit their talents and cultural heritage. This event 

not only fostered creativity and unity but also nurtured a sense of belonging within the college 

community. 

 

The evening commenced with Dr. Shabnam Kaur, the respected Principal of KMS College, 

delivering a welcoming address. Sh. Sushil Kumar (Chief Guest) and Sh. Sohan Lal Prasher 

(Special Guest) underscored the importance of embracing cultural identity and applauded the 

students for their enthusiasm and spirited involvement. 

 

The Giddha performance, led by senior students, was a vibrant homage to Punjab's rich folk 

traditions. With graceful movements, rhythmic claps, and lively expressions, the young women 

captivated the audience, showcasing the allure of Punjab's cultural heritage. 

 

The Bhangra dance, performed with boundless energy, added a burst of excitement to the 

festivities. The synchronized footwork and colorful attire brought Punjab's dynamic Bhangra 

to life, leaving the spectators enthralled. 

 

Beyond the dance performances, the 'Welcome Fiesta' Talent Hunt Function presented an array 

of talents including singing, poetry recitals, instrumental performances, and skits. The students' 

dedication was evident in every act, leaving the audience spellbound. 

 

The Cultural Committee and the college faculty worked harmoniously to orchestrate the event, 

ensuring its seamless execution. The support and encouragement from the college management 

and faculty significantly contributed to the event's success. 

 

The 'Welcome Fiesta' Talent Hunt Function concluded on a note of joy and camaraderie, 

forging enduring connections among students from diverse backgrounds. This event 

underscores KMS College's commitment to providing a well-rounded learning experience that 

nurtures creativity, cultural appreciation, and personal growth. In the competitions these 

students were declared winners. 

  Gurpreet Singh (Mr. Fresher) 

  Shweta (Miss Fresher) 

  Lakhwinder Singh (Mr. Fashion Icon) 

  Yudhvir Singh (Mr. Handsome) 

  Prabhjot Kaur (Miss Gorgeous) 
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